The knowledge of animal disease diagnosis was fuzzy; the fuzzy model can imitate the character of clinical diagnosis for veterinary. The fuzzy model of disease, the methods for class the disease group of differential diagnosis and the fuzzy diagnosis model were discussed in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
Diagnosis knowledge of animal disease is fuzzy, and the establishment of representation and reasoning model for animal diagnosis knowledge based on fuzzy theory can reflects the nature of medical diagnosis to some extent.
It was reported that the fuzzy inference model for diagnosis of bone tumors based on fuzzy set theory and medical statistics knowledge can not only simulate the diagnosis of bone tumors, but also can adjust the parameters to improve the accuracy of diagnosis with the accumulation of cases (Huikang Zhang, 2003) .
In addition, the mathematical model for diagnosis of gastric cancer based on Fuzzy clustering and stepwise discriminate analysis method (Xiaoyan Lu,2003) , the expert system for diagnosis of liver disease based on fuzzy reasoning (Carvalho V,2005) heart disease classification system (Shiomi S,1995) Dairy claudicating Forecast Expert System based on fuzzy logic (Pop HF,2001 ) etc.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Knowledge is Key in Government and Governance
The symptoms, medical history, signs, laboratory data, pathology tests and other information of animal can be used as evidence of diagnosis. X is the universe composed with all evidence in diagnosis of animal diseases, x is one of evidence, different evidence with different effect which can be expressed as ambiguity when diagnosis of diseases. Therefore the fuzzy mathematical model can be build for disease diagnosis, namely:
The above mappings can be regard as the relationship between x and one disease. The evidence collection of one disease can be established through this Mapping
 is the collection of evidence for diagnosis of one disease, which may include the symptoms, history and epidemiological data, A  is the subset of x  Rumen discharge gas when puncture upside rumen, and discharge digestion food when puncture lower part
x  Indentation appeared in skin when palpate rumen
The collection of element for diagnose rumen indigestion can be express as： 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0.1 0.25 0.2 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.8
The division of differential diagnosis disease group
Similarity or Relevance may exist between one disease and another disease. In order to diagnose, the relationships between diseases must be find and express in some forms. Diseases of one kind of animal often have as many as hundreds of species, it is impossible to express hundreds of the relationship between theses diseases, in fact, there is no need for such a gesture. Between each kind of disease has the relations by no means, it is easy to distinguish among diseases with few relations. The key of diagnosis is to differentiate diseases that exist relation. Therefore hundreds kind of diseases must be divide into many differential diagnosis group at first. Diseases that have big similarity must be division is one group.
The relations need to be established among theses diseases which belong to one differential diagnosis group. It is helpful to discover similar diseases that to established this kind of relations. The similarity among diseases is fuzzy, and can be express in degree of membership. And the relations among diseases may express for the following fuzzy relationship.
Supposes A one group of diseases that need to be differential diagnose， By this model, diseases was divided into many groups, when diagnosis, the conclusion can be discover according to the similarity among diseases.
The differential diagnosis group may determined use the fuzzy distance law, Supposes D is a collection that need to be differential diagnose, 
Animal disease fuzzy diagnosis mathematical model
The fuzzy model was established between disease and symptoms at begin, supposed D is the collection that need to be differential diagnosed, 
 is determined the conclusion.
Conclusion
There are hundreds of diseases for animals, moreover the specialization degree is relatively low in veterinary, any veterinarian have to solve diseases of every kind of animal, and can solve internal medicine sickness, surgical sickness, the obstetrical disease, parasitic disease, the infectious disease and so on. Therefore, the expert system for animal disease must conform to the objective law of veterinarian clinical. The animal disease should be divides into some big group such as internal medicine sickness, surgical sickness, and then divide into many differential diagnosis groups. By different character of disease, the different knowledge expression and the inference method was developed. The fuzzy model in this paper has been used in some diseases, but it is necessary to apply in more diseases.
